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abstract
Dna double strand breaks (Dsbs) are potent initiators of chromosomal translocations (cts). 

Deregulation of cancer genes by cts promote tumor development. While transcription has long 

been associated with cts, the exact nature of its contribution remains speculative. to distinguish 

between direct, transcription-related effect (gene activity) and indirect, transcription-

associated effect (gene access) we first established E. coli Dam-profiling as a reliable method 

to directly measure gene access throughout the genome in living cells. hereafter, we 

integrated whole-genome Dam-profiling, with rna-seq and high-throughput genome-wide 

translocation sequencing (htgts) data from the b cell system. analyses revealed that gene 

activity correlates with ct frequency. although correlative, the activity of translocated genes 

appeared indistinguishable from non-translocated genes. rather, translocated genes were 

significantly more accessible. We conclude that, beyond the formation of a primary Dsb, gene 

access, and not transcription per se, determines the ct risk of active genes. 

aUthor sUmmary
a chromosomal translocation (ct) is a chromosome abnormality caused by intra- or inter-

chromosomal rearrangements. translocations can lead to gene deregulation and oncogenic 

transformation. Why some genes become involved in translocations and others not, is just 

beginning to be understood. for example, gene activity and Dna access are both proposed 

as ct-risk determinants. however, as gene activity and gene access are highly associated, it is 

currently not known whether transcription itself, or rather gene accessibility, is a key determinant 

for cts in active genes. to address this key question, we first established a robust method that 

directly measures Dna accessibility. a subsequent integration of our data with data sets on 

translocations and gene activity, revealed that accessibility rather than transcriptional activity 

determines the ct risk of active genes. this study is the first that unambiguously explains why 

active genes are particular prone to become involved in translocations events. 
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introDUction
genetic instability, including cts, is a hallmark of cancer.1 a large number of recurrent cts 

have been identified to contribute to oncogenic transformation. oncogenic cts can activate 

proto-oncogenes, inactivate tumor suppressors, or produce chimeric oncogenes. the fact 

that cts are infrequent, unscheduled events has challenged the analyses of the underlying 

molecular mechanism(s). Present knowledge on cts is largely based on the molecular and 

cytogenetic characterization of translocation partners as ct substrates, Dna breaks and Dna 

repair components as ct reaction intermediates, and the aberrant junctions as ct reaction 

products.2-7 given the many unknowns between the substrate and product, a comprehensive 

model on how the majority of ct arises is lacking to date.

recently, two related methods to induce and characterize thousands of unselected 

translocations in primary b cells have been established. these methods, designated high-

throughput genome-wide translocation sequencing (htgts) or translocation capture 

sequencing (tc-seq), involve the generation of site-specific Dsb at a i-scei site within the 

Myc or immunoglobulin heavy chain (IgH) locus.8-12 the experimental introduction of a Dsb in 

an IgH allele mimics the scheduled Dsb formation during b cell development. in lymphocyte 

precursors the rag recombinase is transiently expressed to generate site-specific Dsbs and 

enable error prone recombination of variable (v), diversity (D) and joining (J) segments, the 

molecular basis for the somatic generation of a diverse, clonally distributed Ig gene repertoire.13 

in mature, antigen-activated b cells of the germinal center (gc) the activation induced cytidine 

deaminase (aiD) is transiently expressed to initiate Dsb formation in IgH switch regions enabling 

class switch recombination.14-16 While these scheduled Dsbs are inevitable for normal lymphocyte 

development, any delay in repair may provoke pathogenic cts involving Ig and cancer genes. 

htgts and tc-seq revealed a preference for translocations to accumulate promoter-

proximal9, and within gene bodies of active genes8, which is in line with the long-standing 

notion that transcribed genes are preferred ct targets and the view that during transcription 

exposed ssDna is susceptible to the acquisition of Dna damage17. however, the question why 

active genes are particularly prone to become engaged in a ct reaction has not been answered. 

in particular, the relevance of transcription in this process remains speculative. to distinguish 

between transcription-related (gene activity), and transcription-associated effects (gene 

access), we integrated genome-wide Dam-profiling, with rna-seq and htgts data from the 

b cell system. although the transcription activity does correlate with ct frequency, transcription 

itself appears irrelevant in determining the ct-risk. in addition, gene access correlated directly 

with the ct frequency, and in contrast to transcription, is identified as a key determinant for 

cts. these findings argue against the ‘transcription-based’ model of cts and suggest that once 

a Dsb is formed, gene access is a strong risk determinant for genes to become involved in a ct. 

resUlts
Dam-profiling to directly measure gene access in vivo 
although specific epigenetic histone marks and cpg content/methylation are predictive 

for Dna access, they only provide a quite indirect measure of the actual Dna accessibility 
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in living cells. to establish a direct and comprehensive readout for genome-wide Dna 

access, we considered Dam-profiling as a method to determine Dna access in vivo.18 

E. coli methyltransferase (Dam) methylates the adenosine within a gatc motifs, which are 

frequently and equally distributed throughout the genome. Dam was introduced in ramos 

cells, a b cell line derived from a burkitt’s lymphoma, and as its expression was controlled by 

a truncated heat shock promoter was expressed at very low levels.18 gatc methylation loads 

were measured to reveal Dna accessibility throughout the genome. after demonstrating 

the reproducibility of our Dam methylation profiles (fig 1a), we set out to validate E. coli 

Dam-profiling as a readout for gene accessibility in living cells.19-21 in differentiated cells, 

cpg high promoters (hcP) are known to be active and accessible, while cpg low promoters 

(lcP) are inactive and inaccessible (fig s1).22-23 after classifying promoters based on their 

cpg-content we aligned the Dam methylation scores at transcription start sites (tss). as 

expected, Dam-methylation was found highest in hcP-driven and lowest in lcP-driven 

promoters (fig 1b). in addition, if Dam methylation generically reflects gene access, one 

expects that the Dam methylation score correlates negatively with the length of gene bodies 

(figure s1), which was the case (fig 1c). We conclude that, in line with previous studies19, 24, 

E.  coli Dam methylation is, generically, a good predictor for the in vivo accessibility of a 

given gene locus. 

Transcript levels generically correlate with transcription rates
subsequent to the generation and validation of Dam-profiling data, we derived rna-seq 

data from in vitro activated b cells.25 after sequence alignments, the fragments per kilobase 

of exon per million fragments mapped (fPkm) values were calculated (expression levels). by 

plotting fPkm values of two biological replicates, a strong correlation was observed, which 

demonstrates the reproducibility of our approach (fig 2a). as rna-seq only measures the 

steady state level of a defined rna species we asked whether transcript levels correlate 

with promoter activity. for this purpose we took advantage of a global run on sequencing 

Figure 1. Dam-profiling as a method to define Dna access in vivo. a, the methylation load of two 
independently performed experiments were plotted. the Pearson correlation factor is indicated. b, 
cpg high promoter (hcP) and cpg low promoter (lcP) alignment of Dam-methylation scores. c, Dam 
methylation loads were binned and plotted against median gene size of each bin.
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Figure 2. transcript levels 
generically correlate with 
rate of transcription. a, the 
rna-levels as measured by 
rna-seq of two independently 
performed experiments were 
plotted. fPkm: fragments per 
kilobase of exon per million 
fragments mapped. the 
Pearson correlation factor r is 
indicated. b, gro-seq counts 
were binned, and plotted 
against median fPkm values of 
each bin.

(gro-seq) library, which measured promoter activities in activated b cells.9, 26 When plotting 

rna-seq against gro-seq values, a clear correlation was observed (fig 2b). in line with 

previous notions27, rna-seq provides a good overall measure for transcriptional activity. 

Classification of translocated genes 
htgts has recently provided thousands of junctions between a single chromosomal Dsb 

introduced experimentally at a fixed i-SceI meganuclease site within the Myc locus and other 

regions in the genome.8-9 to determine the relevance of transcription in cts, we excluded 

those genes for which proximity to the i-SceI site is a dominant ct risk determinant. for this 

purpose we grouped genes with an equal number of rearrangements and plotted those against 

their group size (fig. 3a). besides intrachromosomal rearrangements, a small number of genes 

were identified (e.g Pim1, Cd83, and Il4ra) which were previously shown to locate proximal 

to the Myc locus.28 When excluding rearrangements within the Myc gene from the analyses, 

two main ct classes can be defined. the minor class comprises 5% of rearranging genes and 

26% of rearrangements. the major class comprises 95% of rearranging genes and 74% of 

rearrangements (fig 3a).28-29 the major group, for which gene proximity can be excluded as 

confounding variable, allowed us to determine the role of transcription in engaging Dna ends 

in cts. as translocated genes in humans are larger than average30, we further tested whether 

experimentally introduced translocations (major class) in activated murine b cells follow the 

same size preferences as observed in humans.6 as this was the case (fig 3b), these analyses further 

validate the elegance, and the trans-species relevance, of htgts in ct studies. taken together, 

these comprehensive validations of whole-genome datasets enabled us to subsequently 

integrate Dam-profiling, rna-seq, and htgts data to determine the relative contribution of 

gene access and transcription as translocation risk determinants of active genes.

Transcriptional activity correlates with cT risk 
to assess the relevance of transcription in determining the ct-risk, we compared the fPkm 

density distribution of translocated genes with those of non-translocated genes (fig 4a). in 

line with previous observations, active genes are more frequently involved in cts.8 the same 
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Figure 3. validation and 
classification of chromosomal 
translocations. a, number 
genes involved in a defined 
number of rearrangements 
were grouped and 
plotted against number 
of rearrangements. off all 
genes that translocate, 95% 
contribute to the major group 
of ct genes. the asterisk (*) 
defines the major group upon 
exclusion of rearrangements 
within Myc gene itself 

(n=66740). this group contributed most to all rearrangements measured (74%). the black to red gradient 
represents the relative contribution of intrachromosomal rearrangements to each group, where red 
represents chromosome 15 on which i-SceI-Myc locates. Pim1, IL4ra, and Cd83 were previously identified 
as proximal gene.28 b, the log2 gene size is plotted against, randomly chosen mouse genes (murine 
control, mc); mouse ct-genes (mt); randomly chosen human genes (hc), and human ct-genes.6

relation applies for the transcriptome of naïve b cells (fig s2). although the frequency of 

rearrangements is known to increase with gene expression8 the actual relation between ct 

and transcription has not been determined to date. to address this issue in detail, we first 

grouped translocated genes according to their translocation rate and plotted those against the 

mean level of transcription. this revealed a clear correlation (fig 4b). notably, and in line with 

previous notions8-9, a substantial proportion of cts occurs in genes which are transcriptional 

inactive. although translocations can take place in non-transcribed genes, active genes are 

preferred ct partners. the relevance for transcription in favoring ct events in active genes 

remains unknown. 

In vivo E.Coli Dam methylation correlates cT risk
because gene activity is intimately linked to gene access, we aimed to reveal their relative 

contribution in determining the translocation risk of active genes. open chromatin structures 

favor the engagement of Dna ends with its ct partner.31 to determine Dna accessibility and 

modifiability genome-wide in a living cell we validated Dam-profiling as a suitable method (see 

above). to further investigate gene accessibility as a translocation risk factor we plotted Dam 

methylation load against the translocation frequency (fig 4c). in line with previous results 

measuring Dna access indirectly31, gene access as directly measured by Dam profiling strongly 

correlated with the frequency of cts. 

Gene access is the main risk determinant of cTs in active genes
given the link between gene-access and gene-activity it is not surprising that both molecular 

parameters correlate with ct rate, as we show here. are both parameters equally important, or 

is only one of those a primary risk-determinant of cts in active genes? to answer this question 

we isolated the effect of expression level as a possible determinant of translocation rate. to this 
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end we matched each ct-gene to a randomly selected non-ct gene of equal Dam-methylation 

load and equal gene size and computed the difference in expression between the genes in a pair. 

this resulted in an expression difference score for each ct-gene (∆ exp (ct  - non ct)). these 

scores were binned and are depicted in figure 4D (red dots) as a function of the Dam methylation 

score. to obtain a reference (null distribution) we repeated this same procedure for randomly 

selected gene pairs of equal size and expression level resulting in a ∆  exp (random) score for 

all pairs. these scores were also binned and are depicted in figure 4D (black dots) as a function 

of the Dam methylation score. We then tested whether the median of the ∆exp (ct - non ct) 

scores is different from the median ∆exp (random) scores, i.e. whether we can reject the null 

hypothesis that the difference in expression of ct and non-ct genes is significantly different from 

random gene pairs. this test was not significant (p = 0.64, Wilcoxon test). this provides evidence 

that expression differences are not consistently associated with likelihood of translocation. We 

Figure 4. gene access rather than transcription determines the chromosomal translocation risk of active 
genes. a, fPkm density distribution of translocated genes (red) and non-translocated genes (black) are 
shown b, comparison of transcription with the rate of cts. c, comparison of gene access with the rate of 
cts. d, first, active genes were selected (fPkm > 15) and hereafter each ct-gene was paired with a randomly 
selected gene, with an equal gene size and Dam score. then, the difference in the fPkm-value of each pair 
was determined and binned based on their Dam score (red). the same procedure was followed for random 
genes (black). e, same procedure as in ‘a’ but now equalized Dam scores and gene size and determined 
the difference in expression.
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then went on to isolate the effect of accessibility. to this end we repeated this same experiment, 

but this time controlling for gene expression and gene size. once again we computed the 

methylation load difference (∆Dam) of ∆Dam (ct - non ct) and ∆Dam (random), the difference in 

Dam methylation between ct and non-ct gene pairs (random pairs) controlled for differences in 

expression and size. the variables are displayed in figure 4e by the red and black dots, respectively. 

as is clear from this figure, ∆Dam (ct - non ct) is consistently larger than ∆Dam (random) and this 

is also confirmed by a test on the difference in median between the two populations (p = 0.00047, 

Wilcoxon test). We conclude that gene access is the main contributor to cts in active genes.

DiscUssion
as cts occur preferentially in active genes, transcription has long been associated with 

chromosomal translocations.32 however, given the intimate link between gene activity and 

gene access, we envisaged that not the transcriptional activity per se, but actually gene access 

is the major determinant in favoring cts in active genes. in this study we addressed this issue by 

integrating genome-wide htgts, rna-seq, gro-seq, and Dam-profiling data as established 

in the b cell system. transcription favors cts but is not a prerequisite to initiate a ct, as cts 

also occurred in non-transcribed genes. in addition, as shown by the paired analyses (fig 4D), 

translocated genes were not preferentially higher transcribed. these observations strongly 

argue against a prominent role for gene activity in provoking Dsb, or that transcriptional 

machinery is involved in stimulating cts in active genes. to provide an alternative explanation 

for the high frequency of transcribed genes in chromosomal translocations, we investigated 

gene accessibility as a prime risk-determinant for cts in active genes. our analyses indicate that 

the accessibility of frequently translocated genes, with a defined size and transcription activity, 

is above average. this notion is in line with the observation that Dam methylation loads are 

highest in promoter-proximal regions (fig 1b), where translocations are shown to accumulate9. 

in conclusion, this genome-wide study reveals that gene access rather than transcription 

determines the ct-risk of active genes beyond a primary Dsb.

materials anD methoDs
for Dam-profiling we followed the DamiD protocol as described in detail 18. the fragments were 

hybridized on human chiP 2.1 m economy whole genome nimblegen tiling arrays (roche). 

rna-seq and htgts data are described elsewhere.9, 25 for all experiments it holds that the 

complete procedures were repeated on different days to generate true biological replicates. 

for further quality checks, and statistical testing, we used the r packages limma and edgeR.
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Figure S1. model: relation 
between gene access, gene 
size and ct-risk. if Dna 
packaging increases, Dna 
access will decrease and 
simultaneously the chance that 
a small gene locus can escape 
a ct reaction increases. at the 
same time the chance that a 

larger gene becomes involved in a ct reaction increases; as a consequence gene size of translocated genes 
increases if Dna access decreases. the lower the Dna access of a gene (low Dam methylation load) the 
higher the relevance of the gene-size of a given locus to become involved in a ct reaction.

sUPPlemental figUres

Figure S2. transcriptional alterations measured by rna-seq correlate with change transcriptional rate. 
a,  the logfc in transcription between naïve and activated b cells is shown. blue, green, and red lines, 
indicate the relative contribution of hcP-, icP-, and lcP-driven genes (respectively) to transcriptional 
alterations. b, median gro-seq counts in activated b cells measured for each promoter type. Promoters 
with at least one count were included in the analysis. 
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Figure S3. fPkm density distribution analyses on naïve b cells. 
fPkm density distribution of translocated genes (red) and non-
translocated genes (black) are shown.
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